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INTRODUCTION
w x. 3We know H that any locally Cohen]Macaulay curve in P which is1
almost everywhere a local complete intersection, even if reducible or
non-reduced, can be seen as the zero-locus of a non-zero section of a
reflexive sheaf. Hence considerable attention has focused on the study of
such sheaves, and on their sections.
3 More precisely, let F be a non-split rank 2 reflexive sheaf on P over
.an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 . We shall assume that F
has been normalized, by twisting, so that c s 0 or y1. Denote by a the1
0  . 0  .first integer such that H F a / 0. Any non-zero section of H F a
defines a locally Cohen]Macaulay curve C, which is locally a complete
intersection except at finitely many closed points. Such a curve is called a
w xminimal curve of F. In H Hartshorne showed that, if c G 0, then a is2 2
at most 3c q 1 y 1 if c s 0, and 3c q 1r4 y 1r2 if c s y1. Of’ ’2 1 2 1
course this result is interesting when a ) 0 and trivial when a F 0. But in
the event that F is non-stable and hence a is negative which is compati-
.ble with whatever c , there is no hope of a good bound for ya in terms2
< <  .of c see Example 5.12 .2
Hartshorne’s bound is effective in the sense that we can easily compute
0  .it. On the other hand, however, a general section s of H F m , where
 .a - m F 3c q 1 y 1 when c s 0 , may not define a curve. Typically,’ 2 1
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in fact, the locus of zeros of such a section s may include a two-dimen-
sional component. How far must we twist, beyond a , to guarantee a
one-dimensional locus?
0  . 0  .3So we define b to be the first integer n such that h F n )h O nya ;P
w xin RV , Sect. 1, No. 2 we showed that b is precisely the first integer such1
0  .that the general section of H F n defines a curve, for every n G b. We
 < <. w xknow that b G a in fact, b G a ; further a result of RV asserts that,1
0  .for a - n - b , no section of H F n defines a curve, so the stable
 .behavior only begins with F b . Our goal in this paper is to give an
 .explicit upper bound for b , both for a semi stable and for a non-stable F.
Denote by a the first integer such that the restriction of F to a general
plane in P 3 has a non-zero section. Here are our main results:
 .i if F is a semistable sheaf, with a s a , then we have
2b F 6 c q ac q a q 1 y 3ar2 y 1 y c r4;’  .2 1 1
 .ii if F is non-stable, then b y 1 cannot be greater than the largest
real root X of the cubic equation0
X q a q c q 31 2y X q 2 q c r2 c q ac q a s 0; .  .1 2 1 /3
 .iii if F is semistable, with a - a , then
2b F 6 c q ac q a q 1 y 1.’  .2 1
Our proofs depend on a new inductive technique, which demands that
we consider non-stable sheaves in order to treat the semistable ones.
Hence non-stable sheaves receive detailed attention here, along new lines.
Our bounds for b apply directly to the smallest degree of a surface
0  .containing a curve C which is zero locus of a non-zero section of H F a ,
since a q b q c coincides with such degree r. So we have:1
 . ’i r F 6 deg C q 1 y 1 if C corresponds to a semistable sheaf,
 .  .ii r F 1 q X q a q c X as above when the sheaf is non-sta-0 1 0
ble.
As far as curves in general are concerned not necessarily minimal for
.any sheaf , it is known that an almost everywhere complete intersection
and everywhere Cohen]Macaulay curve C, even reducible and not re-
duced, is zero locus of a suitable section of some reflexive sheaf F see
w x.H ; for such curves the smallest degree r of a surface they lie over is no1
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more connected to b , but using again the sheaves and their stability or
.instability sharp upper bounds for r can be produced.
Section 0 contains the notations, Section 1 a theory of unstable surfaces
and reduction steps in the non-stable case, and Section 2 some results on
rank 2 vector bundles on P 2. In Section 3 it is shown how to glue unstable
curves to unstable surfaces, Section 4 contains the bounds for b , and
Section 5 some applications to curves and examples. We observe that we
are able to produce sharp examples only for low values of a and do not
know whether our results are sharp for large values of a .
We thank Robin Hartshorne for his useful observations on this paper.
0. NOTATIONS
For a reflexive sheaf F on P 3, c , c , c are its chern classes; F is1 2 3
 .normalized if c s 0 or y1; a F s a is the first integer such that1
0  .  . 0  . 0 3h F a / 0, b F s b is the first integer such that h F b ) h O bP
. 2y a , while a and b are the same for a rank 2 vector bundle E on P , in
 .particular for F , generic plane restriction of F; d F s d s c q c a qH 2 1
2  .a is the degree of any curve C zero locus of a non-zero section of F a ,
while D s c q c a q a2 is analogous to d for a rank 2 vector bundle E2 1
on P 2. Such curves C are called minimal curves of F and are the same for
 .all twists of F so also d does not depend upon the twist .
Gn means the dual of the sheaf G and V U means the dual of the vector
space V.
F is called stable if a ) 0, semistable if a q c G 0, non-stable other-1
 .wise; if a s c s 0, F is called properly or strictly semistable.1
Unless otherwise stated a reflexi¨ e sheaf F on P 3 and a ¨ector bundle E on
P 2 will always be normalized and non-split.
1. UNSTABLE SURFACES AND REDUCTION STEPS FOR
NON-STABLE REFLEXIVE SHEAVES
Here we extend to non-stable sheaves the concept of an unstable surface
w x w xgiven in H , Sect. 2; S ; we refer to H for unstable surfaces of stable2 2
sheaves.
DEFINITION 1.1. A surface X is unstable of order G r for the non-sta-
ble reflexive sheaf F if there is an injective map
O ª Fn yr , .X X
where r ) ya y c .1
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PROPOSITION 1.2. Let F be a rank 2 reflexi¨ e sheaf on P 3, let x / 0 be an
2  .U 0  .3element of H F t , and f g H O d an element of smallest degree suchP
that xf s 0. Assume that either F is non-stable and t q 4 y d ) ya y c or1
that F is semistable and t q 4 y d ) a ; then
 .  .i X s Z f is unstable for F;
 .ii There is an exact sequence
0 ª FX s G y« ª F ª I yr ª 0 .  .Z , X
X w . xwhere G and F are reflexi¨ e shea¨es, G is normalized, « s d y c r2 ,1
r s t q 4 y d, and Z is a subscheme of X ha¨ing dimension F 1.
If moreo¨er k is the degree of the cur¨ e contained in Z defined as the
.coefficient of the linear term in the Hilbert polynomial , then we ha¨e:
 . X  .iii c s c G s c y d q 2« ;1 1 1
X  . X 2c s c G s c y c d y rd y k q « c y « ;2 2 2 1 1
 . X  .  . X  .  .iv a s a G s a F y « , b s b G G b F y « ,
X  .  X.  .d s d G s d F s d y d c q r q a y k - d .1
Proof. First we deal with a non-stable sheaf F.
 . 2  .U 2  .Ui f defines a map H F t ª H F t y d sending x to 0.
Dualizing the exact sequence
H 2F t y d ª H 2F t ª H 2F t .  .  .X
we find
U U U2 2 2H F t ª H F t ª H F t y d .  .  .X
where the second map sends x to 0.
2  .U 2  .USo there is y g H F t whose image is x. Since H F t is isomor-X X
0 n  . n  .phic to H F yt q d y 4 , y gives rise to a map O ª F yt q d y 4X X X
which comes out to be injective if f is an annihilator of minimal degree for
 w x.x see H , 1.0.3 .2
 . w x ii The proof is quite identical to H , Proposition 1.1 where2
.actually the hypothesis of being semistable is not used .
 .  .  .  .iii and iv These are straightforward consequences of i and ii ,
provided that we observe that r ) ya y c .1
 .  . wIf F is semistable, then i and ii of Proposition 1.2 are proved in H ,2
x  .  .  .Proposition 1.1 ; since iii and iv are straightforward consequences of i
 .and ii , they are true for any reflexive sheaf.
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Remark 1.3. The proposition above can easily be stated in the plane as
follows.
2 1  .Let E be a rank 2 vector bundle on P and let x g H E l , x / 0,
0  .2f g H O d be a non-zero element of smallest degree such that xf s 0,P
and yl y d ) ya when E is non-stable, yl y d ) a when E is
semistable; then f s 0 is an equation for a curve X such that:
 .i X is unstable for E;
 .ii There is an exact sequence
0 ª EX s GX y« ª E ª I yr ª 0 .  .Z , X
w . x Xwhere « s d y c r2 , r s yl y d y c , E is a rank 2 vector bundle,1 1
and Z is a subscheme of X having dimension 0.
If moreover k s length O then GX, normalization of EX has chernZ
X X  .classes: c , c like G in the last proposition l s yt y c y 4 .1 2 1
w xFor the semistable case we refer again to H , 1.1.1 ; for the non-stable2
case the proof is quite similar.
2. SOME RESULTS ON P 2
Here we give some auxiliary results on a rank 2 vector bundle E on a
plane, mainly when E is the restriction F of F to a general plane H; weH
will use these results in order to get unstable surfaces and reduction steps
 w x.also in the non-stable case see, for the stable case, H . The ¨ector2
bundle E will always be normalized and non-split.
LEMMA 2.1. Let E be a ¨ector bundle on P 2; then
 . ’i b q a q c F y1r2 q 2D q 1r4 ;1
 . 1 0  .2ii H#E is annihilated by an element of H O a q b q c ;P 1
 .iii if moreo¨er E is semistable, then
’a F y c q 1 r4 q Dr2 q 1r16 .1
 .and moreo¨er a F y c q 1 r2 q c q c q 1 r4 F c q 1r4 .’  . ’1 2 1 2
 .  .Proof. For inequalities i and iii it is enough to consider the equality
0  . 1  . 0  .  . .  .h E n yh E n qh E yny c y 3 s nq2 nq1 y c qc nq1 .1 2 1
 .For i we choose n s b y 1 and the computation is straightforward.
0  .Note that b q a q c ) 0, hence h E yb q 1 y c y 3 s 0.1 1
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 . 2  .For iii we put n s a y 1, getting a q c q 1 a y c F 0, hence1 2
2  .2 a q c q 1 a y D F 0, which is the claim.1
 . 2For ii we observe that there is a curve in P of degree a q b q c1
 .containing the zero locus X of a section of E a ; therefore a non-zero
 . 1 1section of I a q b q c annihilates all of H#I , hence also H#E.X 1 X
Notations 2.2. For a given reflexive sheaf F on P 3 the whole numbers l
and t shall be chosen such that l s yt y c y 4 and1
’l F 3ar2 q c r4 y 2 y 6d q 1 when F is semistable and a s a ,1
’l F a y 2 y 6d q 1 otherwise.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let E s F be the restriction to P 2 of the reflexi¨ eH
1  .sheaf F and let s g H E l be annihilated by an element of minimal degree d,
where l is as in Notations 2.2. Then we ha¨e:
 .i l q d q b q c - 0 if a s a ;1
 .ii l q d q a q 1 q c - 0 if a - a .1
Proof. Let us assume a s a . By definition of d we have
h1E l q e G e q 1 e q 2 r2 for all e such that 0 F e F d y 1. .  .  .
Now we choose e s yl y b y c y 1 and distinguish two cases.1
Case 1. F is non-stable. Then e G 0, because of the assumption on l
and by Lemma 2.1; in fact we have
’e G ya q 2 q 6D q 1 y b y c y 11
’ ’G 1 q 6D q 1 q 1r2 y 2D q 1r4 G 0.
1 If e G d the claim is proved. So e - d. Therefore we have h E yb y c1
.  . .y 1 G l q b q c l q b q c y 1 r2; on the other hand, by Riemann-1 1
1  .  .2  . Roch, we have h E yb y c y 1 s D y b q a r2 q b q a r2 q c 11 1
.  . .  .2y b y a , whence l q b q c l q b q c y 1 F 2D y b q a q c q1 1 1
 .b q a q c .1
Using our hypothesis we can eliminate D and obtain the following
inequality in l, b, a, and c ,1
22X qX aqbqc y7r2 q aqbqc q aqbqc r2 y 3r2F0, .  .  .1 1 1
where X s l q b q c . The discriminant is positive if and only if a q b q1
.c s 1; but in this event X s l q b q c G 0, which is absurd.1 1
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Case 2. F is semistable. First of all e G 0 by Lemma 2.1 and because
of the hypothesis on l; in fact
’e G y3ar2 y c r4 q 2 q 6D q 1 y b y c y 11 1
’ ’G 6D q 1 q 3r2 y 2D q 1r4 y c r4 y ar21
’ ’ ’G 6D q 1 q 3r2 y 2D q 1r4 q 1r8 y Dr8 q 1r64
’ ’ ’G 6D y 2D y Dr8 q 13r8 y 1r2 y 1r8
’ ’ ’G 6D y 2D y Dr8 q 1 G 0.
1 If e G d, the claim is proved. So assume e - d. Then we have h E yb
.  . .y c y 1 G l q b q c l q b q c y 1 r2; on the other hand, by Rie-1 1 1
1  .  .2  .mann-Roch, we have h E yb y c y 1 s D y b q a r2 q b q a r21
 .  . . q c 1 y b y a , whence l q b q c l q b q c y 1 F 2D y b q a q1 1 1
.2  .c q b q a q c .1 1
2  .2 If X s yl y b y c , we have X q X F 2D y b q a q c q b q a1 1
.  .  .q c and also, by hypothesis, X G y a q b q c y 2 a q c r4 q 21 1 1’q 6D q 1 , i.e., if Y s a q b q c , we simultaneously have1
X 2 q Y 2 y Y q X F 2D ,
22 ’X q Y G y 2 a q c r4 q 2 q 6D q 1 . .  . .1
If we subtract the second inequality from twice the first one, we get
X y Y X y Y q 2 .  .
’F y2D q 2 a q c 6D q 1 r2 y 5 .1
2 ’y 2 a q c r16 y 4 6D q 1 y 2 a q c .  . .1 1
’’F y2D q 2c q Dr2 q 1r16 y 1r2 q c 6D q 1 r2 y 5 .1 1
2 ’y 2 a q c r16 y 4 6D q 1 y 2 a q c .  . .1 1
’F y2D q 3 D y 5 - y5.
 . .This is impossible because X y Y X y Y q 2 G y1 in any event.
 . w xNow we consider ii . We know that d F 2 a q 1 H , Proposition 4.12
2 2 w xand also that d q d F 2c y 2 a H , Theorem 6.1 . Therefore d F2 1
2 . ’min y1r2 q 2c y 2 a , 2 a q 1 , which implies d F 4c r3 greater’2 2
than the value at the point where the two curves y s 2 a q 1 and y s
2 .’y1r2 q 2c y 2 a meet .2
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’Now it is enough to show that a y 2 y 6d q 1 q 4c r3 q a q 1 q’ 2
c - 0, and this is straightforward. Our proof is complete.1
PROPOSITION 2.4. Under the same hypotheses as in Proposition 2.3, we
 .ha¨e l as in Notations 2.2 :
 .i l q 2 d y a - 0;
 .  .ii l q 3d q c q 1 r2 - 0;1
’ .iii d - D .
  .Proof. If a s a , we use d F a q b q c Lemma 2.1 ii and Proposi-1
 ..tion 2.3 i to get the inequalities
l q 2 d y a s l q d q b q c q d y a y b y c - 0; .  .1 1
2 l q 3d q c q 1 s 2 l q d q b q c q d y a y b y c .  .1 1 1
q1 y b y a - 0. .
If a - a , then d F 2 a q c q 1 and we use as above Proposition 2.3 to1
 .  .obtain i and ii .
Finally the assumption on l allows us to use Proposition 2.3 and see that
< <yl y d y c ) a ; so E admits a reduction step1
0 ª EX ª E ª I yr ª 0 .Z , X
 .  X.where r s yl y c y d see Remark 1.3 . We have a E s a, because1
a y r s l q d q a q c - 0. So the first section of EX gives rise to a1
X X  .0-dimensional scheme of degree D G 0 with D F D y yl y d q a d: by
 . 2i this implies D ) d .
3. GLUEING UNSTABLE CURVES TO UNSTABLE SURFACES
w xHere we prove a result analogous to H , Proposition 3.1 , in a form that2
also works for a non-stable sheaf F.
Notations. As in Section 2, for a given reflexive sheaf F on P 3 the
whole numbers l and t shall be chosen such that l s yt y c y 4 and1
’l F 3ar2 q c r4 y 2 y 6d q 1 when F is semistable and a s a ,1
’l F a y 2 y 6d q 1 otherwise.
 . 3PROPOSITION 3.1 Char. 0 . Let F be a reflexi¨ e normalized sheaf on P
2  .Uand a s a . Let 0 / s g H F t and d g Z fulfill the following condition:
1  . for H a general plane the canonical image s of s into H F l l and t asH
.abo¨e does not ¨anish and is annihilated by a form f of minimal degree d.H
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Then s is annihilated by a unique form f of degree d. Moreo¨er the
equation f s 0 defines a surface X unstable of order G r s t q 4 y d.
w x 3Proof. We use H , Proposition 2.1 . Let L be a general line in P and2
w xlet V ; S s k X , X , X , X be the vector subspace generated by the1 0 1 2 3 1
 .equations of L. We may assume that F f O [ O c if F is semistableL L L 1
 .  .  wand that F , O ya [ O a q c if F is non-stable see S, PropositionL L L 1
x.1.1 . Let now x be a non-zero element in V and let H be the plane having
equation x s 0, while F denotes the restriction of F to H. For everyH
integer n we consider the multiplication
U U2 2x : H F yn y 3 y c ª H F yn y 4 y c . .  .1 1
Dualizing the cohomology sequence of the exact sequence
0 ª F y1 ª F ª F ª 0 . H
we obtain
U U2 0 nn 2H F yn y 3 y c f H F n ª H F yn y 3 y c .  .  .H 1 H 1
x U2ª H F yn y 4 y c .1
nn w xwhere F is a vector bundle isomorphic to F H , No. 1 , hence havingH H 1
the first section at level a.
0 nn  .Therefore, for each n F a y 1, H F n s 0, which means that, forH xU U2 2 .  .every x in V, the map H F yn y 3 y c ª H F yn y 4 y c is1 1
winjective. Therefore we have now fulfilled the first condition of H ,2
xProposition 2.1 , to ensure that V is in general position with respect to
[H 2FU in degrees F a.
Moreover, by the exact sequence
U0 0 0 nn 20 ª H F n y 1 ª H F n ª H F n ª H F yn y 3 y c .  .  .  .H 1
x U2ª H F yn y 4 y c .1
 nn .it follows that multiplication by x is injective for all n - b F , hence forH
< <all n F a y 1.
 .Let x, y be a basis for V; then y s 0 defines a line L in H and
multiplication by y gives rise to the exact sequence
y
0 ª F y1 ª F ª F ª 0. )) .  .H H L
2  .UWe want to show that multiplication by y in [H F n mod.
 2  .U .x [H F n is injective; it is enough to show that such a multiplication is
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1  .Uinjective in [H F yn y 3 y c . In the cohomology exact sequence ofH 1
 .the dualization of )) we have the sub-sequence
U U U1 1 1H F yn y 2 y c ª H F yn y 2 y c ª H F yn y 3 y c , .  .  .L 1 H 1 H 1
1  .U 0  . 0  .where H F yn y 2 y c f H O n [ H O n q c if a ) 0 andL 1 L L 1
0  . 0  .f H O n q a q c [ H O n y a if a F 0. In any event it vanishesL 1 L
for n - 0 in the stable case and for n - a otherwise. Therefore V is in
2  .U general position with respect to [H F n in degrees - 0 - a respec-
. w xtively . Hence condition 1 of H , Proposition 2.1 is fulfilled. Moreover2
w xcondition 2 of H , Proposition 2.1 is also fulfilled, because of our2
 . 2  .U   2  .U ..hypothesis i , since [H F n r x [H F n is a submodule of
1  .[H F n .H
 .Now we consider the not necessarily injective map
U U2 2 1w : [ H F n r V [H F n ª [H F n . ))) .  .  .  . . . L
We know that s is annihilated by a form f of degree d, and want to
show that f is unique, mod. V; it is enough to show that f is the unique
w x  .  .form of degree d in k X , X , X , X r x, y which annihilates w s . Let0 1 2 3
us choose a general plane H through L and let C be defined in H by the
equation f s 0. Using both s and f , we perform a reduction step in H for
 w x.the vector bundle E s F see Remark 1.3 and H , 1.1.1 ,H 2
0 ª EX ª E ª I yr ª 0, ( .  .Z , C
where dim Z F 0, r s yl y d y c .1
 .Dualizing ( we obtain
0 ª E ª EX d ª G ª 0. (( .  .
Now we impose the generality condition that L is not contained in C,
w xand that L does not meet Z; then f in k X , X , X , X rV does not0 1 2 3
 .vanish, and the restriction to L of (( gives the exact sequence
0 ª E ª EX d ª O yl ª 0. ((( .  .  .L L C l L
1   . .  .In fact G s Ext I yr , O is isomorphic to O yl outside of Z.H Z, C H C
 . 0 1  .In the cohomology sequence of ((( the map H O ª H E lC l L L
 .sends 1 to s ; since f is up to a scalar the only element in the kernel ofH
0  . 0  .the map H O d ª H O d it is enough to show that the mapL C l L
0  . 1  .H O d ª H E l q d is injective; but the previous term in our exactC l L L
0 X  .  wsequence is H E 2 d q l s 0 because of Proposition 2.4; see H , p.L 2
x.175 .
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LEMMA 3.2. Let U, V, W be k-¨ ector spaces with dim V s r - dim W s s.
 .Let p: U = V ª W be a bilinear map such that p s p u, y is injecti¨ e foru
general u in U.
Then there is x g W and a non-empty Zariski open subset U X ; U such
that, for each u g U X, x f Im p .u
 4  .Proof. Let A s u g Urp is injective ; then P A is an open subset ofu
 .P U and we obtain, by projectivization, a map
p: P A P r ª P s . .˜
s  y1 ..For each x in P let F s p p x , where p is the projection of˜x
 . r P A P onto the first factor; then F is a quasi-projective variety intersec-x
.tion of an open and a closed subset , and therefore either it contains a
non-empty open subset or its complement does. Let x , . . . , x be a basis1 s
for W, and assume that F , . . . , F contain a non-empty open subset ofx x1 s
 .P U ; then F l ??? l F / ø. on the other hand we have F l ??? l Fx x x x1 s 1 s
 4  4s urIm p contains x , . . . , x s urIm p > W , and this is absurd.u 1 s u
Therefore each basis of W contains elements of the required type.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let F be a rank 2 reflexi¨ e sheaf on P 3 with c s 0 or1
2  .y1 and let t be a positi¨ e integer such that H F t / 0. Then there is a
2  .Unon-¨ anishing s g H F t such that, for H a general plane, the image of s
1  .into H F yt y 4 y c does not ¨anish.H 1
w xProof. Using the spectrum of F H , No. 7; S, No. 2 it is easy to show1
2  . 2  . 2  . 2  .that either h F t q 1 - h F t or both h F t and h F t q 1 vanish.
2  . 2  .Therefore, in the present case, h F t q 1 - h F t . We now consider the
exact sequence
pU U2 2 1H F t q 1 ª H F t ª H F yt y 4 y c .  .  .H 1
and observe that, for t G yc y 4 and H general, the first map is1
injective; therefore, by the above lemma, there is, for general H, s in
2  .H F t not belonging to the kernel of p .
THEOREM 3.4. Let F be a reflexi¨ e normalized sheaf on P 3, l and t as in
2  .notations, and assume that H F t / 0. Then there is an element s g
2  .UH F t annihilated by a non-zero form of degree d satisfying the inequalities
of Propositions 2.3, 2.4.
2  .UProof. Choose a section s g H F t such that, for H a general plane,
1  . the image s of s into H F yt y c y 4 does not vanish see Proposi-H H 1
. 0  .tion 3.3 . Such a section s is annihilated by a non-zero form in H O d ,H H
where d satisfies the inequalities of Propositions 2.3, 2.4. Then also s is
0  .3annihilated by a form in H O d satisfying the same inequalities; in factP
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w xit follows from Proposition 3.1 when a s a and from H , Proposition 3.12
the hypotheses required for those results being now fulfilled because of
.Proposition 2.4 .
4. THE MAIN THEOREM ON b
We need a few preliminary lemmas.
LEMMA 4.1. Let F be a reflexi¨ e sheaf on P 3 and t a positi¨ e integer. Let
us consider the following conditions:
 .  . 0  .3a t q 2 q c r2 d - h O t q a q c ;1 P 1
’ .  .b t q a q c G 6d q 1 y 2 y 2a q c r4;1 1
’ .c t q a q c G 6d q 1 y 2.1
Then we ha¨e:
 .  .b implies a for all F;
 .  .a implies c if F is non-stable;
 .  .c implies b if F is semistable.
 .Proof. Substituting X s t q a q c q 2, a becomes1
X 3 y 6d q 1 X q 6d a q c r2 ) 0. .  .1
We observe that the left side function of X is increasing for X
’ .  .’G 6d q 1 r3 , which proves that b implies a , because 6d q 1 y .
 .  . ’ ’2a q c r4 ) 6d q 1 r3 and a holds for X s 6d q 1 y 2a q .  .1
.c r4.1
For the second implication it is enough to observe that for a non-stable
’  .sheaf X s 6d q 1 does not fulfill a .
The third implication is obvious.
LEMMA 4.2. Let F be a reflexi¨ e sheaf on P 3 and t G 0 an integer;
 .assume that either F is a non-stable sheaf and a of Lemma 4.1 holds, or that
 .F is semistable with a s a and b of Lemma 4.1 holds, or that F is
 .semistable with a - a and c of Lemma 4.1 holds. Assume moreo¨er that
2  .H F t / 0.
Then we ha¨e:
 . 2  .i an element s / 0 in H F t gi¨ es rise to a reduction step
0 ª FX ª F ª I yr ª 0, .Z , X
where r s t q 4 y d ) 0, d the smallest degree of an annihilator of s .
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 . X . Xii G s F y« normalization of F fulfills the same conditions as F
with tX s t y « .
Proof. To obtain a reduction step we need that t q a q c q 4 ) d1
when F is non-stable and that t q 4 q c ) d q a when F is semistable.1
Using Theorem 3.4 and the assumptions it is easy to see, through straight-
forward computations, that these conditions are fulfilled. Then we may use
X  . Proposition 1.2 for G; in particular we have d s d G F d y d t q 4 q a
. X X X Xq c y d - d , a s a y « - a , and t q a q c s t q a q c y d ) 0.1 1 1
 . If F is non-stable and fulfills a it is enough to show that t q 2 q c r21
.  . . 0  .3y dr2 d y t q 4 q a q c y d d - h O t q a q c y d .1 P 1
Set X s t q c r2 y d q 4; bearing in mind the hypothesis on F, it is1
enough to show that
22 2X y a q c r2 q 2 d y 2 y 1r3 d q d ) 0, .  .  .1
which is certainly true since, by Theorem 3.4, we have d2 F d and
X y a y c r2 s t y a y d q 4 G 2, X q a q c r2 s t q a y d q c r21 1 1
G d.
 .If F is semistable with a s a , then condition b for G depends upon
the inequality
2 2t q a q 2 q 2a q c r4 q c q 5dr4 .  . .1 1
y 5d t q a q 2 q 2a q c r4 r2 . .1
) 6d y 6d t q a q 4 q c y d q 1. .1
Using the hypothesis it is enough to show that
25dr4 y 5d t q a q 2 q 2a q c r4 r2 .  . .1
) y6d t q a q 4 q c y d , .1
 .  .i.e., y71dr16 q 7 t q a q 2 q c r2 y 5 2a q c r8 q 12 ) 0, also true1 1
because of Theorem 3.4.
If F is semistable with a - a , the proof is quite analogous.
 .THEOREM 4.3. 1 Let F be a non-stable reflexi¨ e sheaf and let t G 0 be
t q a q c q 31 .  .an integer such that ) t q 2 q c r2 d . Then t G b.13
 .2 Let F be a reflexi¨ e semistable sheaf such that a s a and let t G 0
’  .be an integer such that t q a q c ) 6d q 1 y 2 y 2a q c r4. Then1 1
t G b.
 .3 Let F be a semistable reflexi¨ e sheaf such that a - a and let t G 0
’be an integer such that t q a q c ) 6d q 1 y 2.1
Then t G b.
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 .  .  .Proof. We discuss 1 , 2 , and 3 together as far as possible. We have
 .by Riemann-Roch
h0F t y h0O 3 t y a .  .P
G x F t y h2F t y h0O 3 t y a .  .  . . P
t q a q c q 31 2G y t q 2 q c r2 d y h F t . .  .1 /3
2  . 0  .If h F t s 0, then, by the assumptions and Lemma 4.1, h F t )
0  . 2  .3h O t y a ; hence t G b. If h F t / 0 we proceed by induction on d .P
 .If d s 1 which is the smallest allowed value , then the spectrum of F
contains only one number, i.e., k s 0 or y1 in the semistable case,
2  .k s a q c y 1 in the non-stable case. Therefore h F t s 0 necessarily1
and the claim that t G b is true for any sheaf, stable or not, under the
 .  .  .assumption that a , b , or c holds.
X 2  .Assume now that d ) 1, the claim is true for d - d and h F t / 0.
2  .U 1 Using a non-vanishing element of H F t whose image into H F ytH
.  .y 4 y c does not vanish for general H Proposition 3.3 , we obtain a1
reduction step for F,
0 ª FX ª F ª I yr ª 0, .Z , X
 X.  .where d F - d F by Proposition 1.2.n
By Lemma 4.2 we obtain a new normalized reflexive sheaf G s FX.n
 .Case 1. F is non-stable; then also G is non-stable and satisfies a with
X  X .respect to the integer t s t y « and d - d .
X X  .By induction we have t s t y « G b G b y « by Proposition 1.2 .
Therefore t G b.
 .Case 2. F is semistable with a s a and fulfills b ; then by Lemma 4.1,
 .a is also fulfilled. It is easy to see, using suitable Tor sequences, that the
 Xcondition a s a is still satisfied by G the exact sequence 0 ª F ª F ª
 . .I yr ª 0 remains exact if restricted to a general plane H . If G isZ, X
 . X non-stable then it satisfies a with respect to the integer t s t y « and
X .d - d . So we argue by induction as in Case 1. If G is semistable we have
 .only to observe that it has b and then we argue by induction as above.
Case 3. F is semistable with a - a ; then it is easy to see that this
 .  .condition passes to G by the Tor sequences above ; now G satisfies c by
Lemma 4.2 and we may argue by induction again.
Remark 4.4. A simple study of function shows that, if X is the largest0
real root of the cubic equation
X q a q c q 31 2y X q 2 q c r2 c q ac q a s 0, .  .1 2 1 /3
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then b cannot exceed the integral part of 1 q X , when F is non-stable.0
Such a root can be approximated with the usual methods of numerical
analysis. For instance, using Newton’s method, we obtain the bound of
2  .Theorem 4.3, b F 1 q 6 c q ac q a y 1 y a y c y 2a q c r4.’  .2 1 1 1
 .  .In general the integral part of 1 q X is a better bound than b or c of0
Lemma 4.1, but it is not easy to compute it exactly.
Now we produce a sharp example in the stable case.
EXAMPLE 4.5. Let F be a reflexive sheaf with c s c s 0, c s 21 3 2
w xwhose cohomology is seminatural Hi, Theorem 2.3 . Then we see that a
0  .  . .cannot be negative; in fact, if a - 0, then h F ya s a y 1 a y 2 a
.  . 0  . y 3 r3 q 2 a y 2 because of Riemann-Roch and also h F ya s 2a
. . .y 1 2a y 2 2a y 3 r6 because ya - b ; but no negative whole number
fulfills the equality.
0  .  . . .Therefore F is semistable and h F a s a q 1 a q 2 a q 3 r3 y
’ . w x2 a q 2 ) 0, which implies that a ) y2 q 7 ; but, by H , a F y12’  .q 7 , hence a s 1 s a because F is not a null-correlation bundle .
0  .  . . .  .Therefore h F a s a q 1 a q 2 a q 3 r3 y 2 a q 2 s 2 and a s
’ ’b. On the other hand we have 6d q 1 y 1 y a s 19 y 1 y 1.5 F 1.9
whose integral part is 1 s b.
 .A non-stable example shall be given in Section 5 Example 5.2 , because
the construction requires a curve.
5. APPLICATIONS TO CURVES AND EXAMPLES
Here we apply the above results to curves. First of all we recall that
every locally Cohen]Macaulay, almost everywhere locally complete inter-
0  .section curve C is zero locus of a non-vanishing section s of H F n ,
 w x.where F is a suitable normalized reflexive sheaf see H . Moreover the1
smallest degree of a surface containing C is a q b q c if t s a , n q a q1
w xc otherwise RV , Remark 1.4 .1 2
In this section we use the following notations for a locally Cohen]
Macaulay, almost everywhere complete intersection curve C: D s deg C,
  .r s smallest degree of a surface containing C, e s max nrv yn has aC
4global section generating it almost everywhere .
 .It is known that C is zero locus of a non-vanishing section of F n ,
 .where 2n q c s e q 4 c s 0 or y1 .1 1
We recall that, if C is an integral curve, then e is the index of speciality
 .   ..not true in general . Moreover, if C is m-subcanonical v is O m ,C C
then e s m.
Unless otherwise stated we assume that C is not a complete intersection
 .cur¨ e F is not a split bundle .
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 .E . . . denotes the integral part.
Before we state our results we recall that, if C is an integral curve, it is
’easy to see that r F 6 deg C y 2 y 2 direct computation on the number
.of surfaces of given degree containing C: see Example 5.11 below . On the
other hand, if C is not integral, then the bound above cannot work, since
 .’two skew lines do not fulfill it r s 2 and 6 deg C y 2 y 2 s 1.162 . . . .
And this is a non-integral but reduced example. For arbitrary curves the
 .  wonly known and the best possible upper bound is r F deg C see CV,
x.  w  .x.Lemma 2.6 . In fact see also CV, 3, iii , let us consider, on a smooth
 .surface X of degree d in 3-space with coordinates x, y, z, t the non-re-
 d dy1 d .duced curve C of degree d whose ideal is x , x y, . . . , y , f , f s 0
being an equation for X. Then C cannot belong to any surface of degree
d y 1.
Taking into account the remarks above, we will now produce upper
bounds for r holding also in the case of a non-integral or non-reduced
curve and depending upon reflexive sheaves and their sections.
PROPOSITION 5.1. Consider the following conditions:
 .i e F y5;
 .ii n s a and F is not a stable sheaf ;
 .iii C is not integral;
 .  .iv r F E 1 q X q a q c , X being as in Remark 4.4;0 1 0
’ .  .v r F 6D q 1 y 1 y e q 4 r4.
 .  .  .  .  .Then i and ii are equi¨ alent and imply both iii and iv , while iv
 .implies v .
 .Proof. If i holds, we have 2n q c y 4 F y5, whence 2n q c F y1;1 1
w xtherefore F is not a stable sheaf. Moreover, by RV , Sect. 1, No. 2 no1
 .section of F m gives rise to a curve if a - m - b ; since b ) 0 in any
 .  .event, we must have n s a . This proves that i implies ii . On the other
 .  .hand, if ii holds, then 2n q c F y1 hence e F y5, which is ii .1
1  .Now we observe that, if X is an integral curve, then H O y2 / 0X
0  .hence, by duality, H v 2 / 0. Since X is integral a non-zero section ofX
0  .H v 2 generates this module almost everywhere; therefore ye F 2, i.e.,X
 .  .e G y2. So we have shown that i implies iii .
 .  .The fact that ii implies iv is proved in Remark 4.4.
 .  .Condition v follows from iv by Lemma 4.1.
 .EXAMPLE 5.2 Sharp . Consider the multiple structure C on the line
3  .x s y s 0 of P with coordinates x, y, z, t defined by the saturated
 3 2 2 3 3. w  .homogeneous ideal I s x , x y, xy , y , z x y yt . By CV, Example iii ,3
x  .p. 325 , C is a y6 -subcanonical curve of degree 3 lying on a surface of
 .degree 3 and not less. Then C is zero locus of a section of F y1 , F being
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a non-stable rank 2 vector bundle having c s 0, c s 2, a s y1, b s 4.1 2
 .Then it is easy to see that 3 - X - 4 s b and 3 s r s E 1 q X y 1.0 0
PROPOSITION 5.3. Consider the following conditions:
 .i e ) 2 r y 4;
 .ii F is non-stable and n G b ;
’ .iii r F D q 1 y 1.
 .  .  .Then i and ii are equi¨ alent and both imply iii , if 2a q c / y1.1
 .Proof. Assume that i holds. By our assumption we have 2n q c y 41
s e ) 2 r y 4 s 2n q 2a q 2c y 4, hence 2a q c - 0, which says that1 1
F cannot be semistable. Moreover n G b because n is positive. This
 .  .  .proves that i implies ii . The converse is analogous. To show that i
 . 2 2 implies iii we have to prove that r q 2 r F c q c n q n , that is, n q a2 1
.2  .  2 .  2 2 .  .q c q 2 n q a q c F c q c a q a q n y a q n y a c . In1 1 2 1 1
 .fact this last inequality is the same as d G r 2a q c q 2 , which is true1
because 2a q c q 2 F 0.1
EXAMPLE 5.4. Let L be a line and F a sheaf with c s 0 and a s y11
 .such that L is zero locus of a section of F a . Now take a curve C zero
 . 2locus of a section of F n , for any n G 2. Then C has degree n and the
smallest degree of a surface containing C is r s n y 1. So we have
2’’ ’ .  .  .r q 1 s n s E D q 1 s E n q 1 ; hence r s E D q 1 y 1 .
 .Remark 5.5. i The bound of Theorem 5.3 for a curve arising from a
’non-stable bundle at a level n G b is not better than 6D q 1 y 1 y
 .e q 4 r4, as the following example shows.
Let C be the disjoint union of two plane curves of degree 2m y 1
 .  .m G 3 . Then C is a 2m y 4 -subcanonical curve of degree D s 4m y 2
 .zero locus of a section of F m , F being a rank 2 vector bundle with
c s 0, c s ym2 q 4m y 2. The smallest degree of a surface containing1 2 ’  .C is r s 2; on the other hand we have 6D q 1 y 1 y e q 4 r4
’s 6 4m y 2 q 1 y 1 y mr2 and it is clear that, for m G 84, 2 .
’) 6 4m y 2 q 1 y 1 y mr2. Clearly F is non-stable because a s 2 .
’y m, and the curve C is not minimal for it. Of course 2 s r F D q 1 y
’1 s 4m y 1 y 1 for all m G 84.
T q 3 .  .  . ii Consider the equation y T y er2 D s 0 obtained from
3
 . .Theorem 4.3 1 , putting T s X q a q c , e s 2a q c and let T be its1 1 0
greatest real root. It is not true in general for non-minimal curves of a
.non-stable sheaf or for curves arising from a semistable one that r F T0
q 1.
For instance take the curve of the above Example 5.4: we have T - n0
 .y 2 while r s n y 1 C is a non-minimal curve of a non-stable sheaf .
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 .Another stable example is the following. Let Y be the skew union of a
plane curve of degree 2 r y 2 and the complete intersection of two surfaces
 .of degrees r y 1 and r. Then Y is 2 r y 5 -subcanonical and zero locus of
 .a section of F r , F being a vector bundle with c s y1, c s 2 r y 2,1 2
a s 1. Let C be the minimal curve of F; it has D s 2 r y 2, e G y3, and
is contained in a surface of degree r and not less. If we choose T s r y 1,
r q 2 r q 2 .  . .  .  . .we obtain y r y 1 y er2 2 r y 2 G y r q 1r2 2 r y 2 )
3 3
0 for all r G 8. Note that C is the minimal curve of a stable sheaf.
PROPOSITION 5.6. Consider the following conditions:
 .i y4 F e - r y 4;
 .ii n s a - b and F is semistable;
’ .  .iii r F E 6D q 1 y 1;
’ .   . .iv r F E 6D q 1 y 1 y 2a q c r4 .1
 .  .  .  .Then i is equi¨ alent to ii ; moreo¨er, if F has a - a , ii implies iii . If
 .  .F has a s a , ii implies iv .
Proof. Since e s 2n q c y 4 G y4, we have 2n q c G 0. If n G b ,1 1
then r s n q a q c - 2n q c , which contradicts the assumption that1 1
e - r y 4. Hence n - b , which implies n s a - b ; moreover n G 0 and
 .  .F is semistable. This proves that i implies ii . The converse is analogous.
 .Having that in mind, if i holds, then d s D and we are able to apply
 .  .  .  .Theorem 4.3 to see that ii implies iii when a - a and ii implies iv
when a s a .
 .EXAMPLES 5.7. 1 C s disjoint union of 2 lines; then C is zero locus of
a null-correlation bundle, with c s 1, c s 0, 0 s a - a s 1. We have2 1’ .r s 2, E 6D q 1 y 1 s 2.
 . 2 C s disjoint union of D ) 2 lines having maximal rank true for
w x.the general union by HH gives a sharp example. In fact C is the minimal
 .curve of a reflexive sheaf F with c s 0, a s 1. Since C is y2 -subcanon-1
0  .  .ical of genus 1 y D and h O n G n q 1 D, then r ) n, where n is theC
0  .  .3largest integer such that h O n F n q 1 D, that is, n is the integralP ’’part of y5r2 q 6D q 1r4 . On the other hand r F 6D q 1 y 1 by
the previous theorem. Choosing D s 10 we get a sharp example.
 .  .3 Let C be the curve of Remark 5.5 i , zero locus of a section of a
’  .non-stable F; then the bound 6D q 1 y 1 y e q 4 r4 fails for C,
which shows that this bound does not hold for curves arising from
non-stable sheaves.
 .  .4 A Smooth Rational Cur¨ e Let C be a smooth rational curve of
degree 33 not lying on any surface of degree 11: such a curve exists by
w xHi , Theorem 0.1 . Here the smallest degree r of a surface containing C2
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 .is 12. Now C is zero locus of a section of F 2 where F is a reflexive sheaf
having c s y1. From the exact sequence1
0 ª O 3 ª F 2 ª I 3 ª 0 .  .P C
we see that a s 2. If the generic plane section C of C would lie on aH
curve of degree 2, then the curve itself would lie on a surface of degree 2
w xbecause of St, Corollary 2 . Therefore C does not lie on a conic whichH
means that the restriction F to a general plane H has a s a s 2. ByH
Proposition 5.6 above the smallest degree r of a surface containing C
’ .cannot exceed E 199 y 1 y 3r4 s 12. Hence r s 12.
 . w x5 Any smooth rational curve of degree D of Hi is a sharp2’ .example for the upper bound E 6D y 2 y 2, holding for smooth curves.
PROPOSITION 5.8. Consider the following conditions:
 .i r y 4 F e F 2 r y 4;
 .ii n G b and F is semistable;
 . ’iii r F 3D q 1r4 y 1r2.
 .  .  .Then i and ii are equi¨ alent and both imply iii .
Proof. If n were strictly less than b , then r would equal n q b q c ;1
but from 2n q c y 4 G t q b q c y 4 there would follow the inequality1 1
n G b , which is absurd. Therefore we have n G b. Now 2 r y 4 ) e implies
that 2n q 2a q 2c y 4 ) 2n q c y 4, i.e., that 2a q c G 0, which says1 1 1
 .  .that F is semistable. So i implies ii ; the converse is analogous.
 . 2 2 wSquaring iii we get r q r F 3c q 3c n q 3n ; since, by H , Theo-2 1 2
x 2  .  . 2rem 0.1 , a q 2 q c a F 3c , iii is true if we show that 2n y 2a n y1 2
 .  . .  .c n q a q a y n G 0, i.e., 2n y 1 n y a y c n q a G 0, which is1 1
 .obviously true if ii holds.
EXAMPLE 5.9. Let m G 2 be an integer such that m2 s 1 mod. 3 and F
 2 .a reflexive sheaf such that c s c s 0, c s m y 1 r3 whose cohomol-1 3 2
w xogy is seminatural Hi, Theorem 2.3 . Then a s b s m y 1; if C is a zero
 .  2locus of a section of F m y 1 , then r s 2m y 2, deg C s 4m y 6m q
. 22 r3, 3D s r q r.
 .Observe that F is a vector bundle and C is 2m y 6 -subcanonical.
Remark 5.10. It is easy to see that, for a stable sheaf F, the bound
’  .’3D q 1r4 y 1r2 is always better than 6D q 1 y 1 y e q 4 r4.
Remark 5.11. For a space curve C there are of course known bounds
for the smallest degree r of a surface containing C. For instance, if the
curve is integral, it is easy to see that there is a surface of degree
’ s F 6D y 2 y 2 containing C indeed, count the surfaces of degree
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’ .E 6D y 2 y 2 and impose the condition that the surface pass through
.sufficiently many points of C . For an arbitrary curve a known bound is
 w x.r F D see CV, Lemma 2.6 .
The bounds of the present paper apply of course to any curve, not only
to integral curves; but sometimes they give better information even in the
case of an integral curve.
 .Finally we see that, in the non-stable case, there is no function f c2
< <  .such that a F f c .2
EXAMPLE 5.12. Let h and k be two positive integers and C be any
plane curve of degree n2 q h, where n2 ) kh. We obtain C as the zero
 .locus of a non-zero section of F a , where a s yn and F is a non-stable
 .2 2rank 2 sheaf with c s 0. Then we have c q yn s h q n , whence we1 2’< <  < <  ..get c s h. Therefore a ) kc s kh hence a ) f c , for every’2 2 2
function f.
Remark 5.13. If C is a complete intersection of surfaces of degrees r
and s G r, then obviously deg C s rs and r s smallest degree of a surface
’ ’containing C cannot exceed rs s D .
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